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The set of k elementary encoder outputs is mapped onto
In this paper we prove that we can choose the design parameters of the encoders and decoders such that for given reliability and complexity the transmission rate R for our scheme is greater than that for the conventional coded modulation scheme. Estimations of the systems performance for 4-PSK, 8-PSK, and 16-PSK (see fig.) with soft decisions show coding gains of about 0.5 dB compared to the conventional constructions. The decoder consists of two Viterbi decoders. The first one, corresponding to the first encoder, operates without taking the output sequence of the second encoder into ac-[2] G. Ungerboeck, "Channel coding with multicount, i.e., it makes its estimates based on the conditional leveljphase signals", lEEE Trans on Inform. Theory, probability distribution for the received signal given that Vol. IT-28, pp. 55-67, 1982 . the code sequence g(') = (vi1), U?). . .) was transmitted.
The second Viterbi decoder estimates the second code sequence based not only on the second received sequence but also on the estimated code sequence from the first Viterbi decoder.
If the first decoder output is error free, then the second decoder knows exactly which of the signal pairs code symbol. Hence, the decoding process is reduced to decoding of BPSK signals. 
